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Abstract—A natural way of handling imbalanced data is to attempt to equalise the class frequencies and train the classifier of choice
on balanced data. For two-class imbalanced problems, the classification success is typically measured by the geometric mean (GM) of
the true positive and true negative rates. Here we prove that GM can be improved upon by instance selection, and give the theoretical
conditions for such an improvement. We demonstrate that GM is non-monotonic with respect to the number of retained instances,
which discourages systematic instance selection. We also show that balancing the distribution frequencies is inferior to a direct
maximisation of GM. To verify our theoretical findings, we carried out an experimental study of 12 instance selection methods for
imbalanced data, using 66 standard benchmark data sets. The results reveal possible room for new instance selection methods for
imbalanced data.
Index Terms—Imbalanced data; geometric mean (GM); instance/prototype selection; nearest neighbour; ensemble methods
F
1 INTRODUCTION
Class imbalance arises when the number of examples1
belonging to one class is much greater than the num-
ber of examples belonging to another [1]. Real-life data
abounds with problems of this type, from fields including
bioinformatics [2], medicine [3], [4], security [5], [6], [7],
[8], finance [9], software development [10], [11], [12], and
satellite imaging [13]. The class of interest is usually the
minority class, e.g., fraudulent transactions, mammogram
lesions, credit defaults. Handling imbalanced data sets is
difficult because traditional classifiers are designed to max-
imise a global measure of accuracy, which often results in
the minority class being ignored [14].
The existing methods for classification of imbalanced
data can be categorised as follows [15]:
• The algorithm-level category includes methods which
are specially designed or modified to handle imbal-
anced data.
• The data-level category includes methods which
transform the data into more balanced classes so that
standard classification algorithms can then be used.
• The cost-sensitive methods lie between the first two
categories. Such methods are designed by introduc-
ing different misclassification costs for the classes
and modifying the training algorithm accordingly.
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1. We will use the terms ‘example’, ‘instance’, ‘object’ and ‘prototype’
interchangeably, meaning a data point in the feature space of interest,
e.g., x ∈ Rn.
• The final category, classifier ensembles, draws upon
all three previous categories. Classifier ensembles
have been widely acclaimed for their ability to work
with imbalanced data [16].
The underlying assumption in all categories is that clas-
sifier training algorithms work better when the classes are
balanced, especially when the performance is measured by
the geometric mean (GM) of the true positive rate and the
true negative rate. To balance the classes, the data-level cat-
egory resorts to two alternative approaches: undersampling
the majority class and oversampling the minority class. Here
we are interested in the effect of undersampling on GM.
Many of the undersampling methods in the previous studies
are based on instance selection methods (prototype selec-
tion, editing) for the nearest neighbour classifier (1-NN) [17],
[18]. This classifier has justly received recognition for its
simplicity, accuracy and interpretability, and has been listed
among the top ten algorithms in data mining [19]. Perhaps
more than one hundred data editing methods have been
proposed for 1-NN since its conception, and continue to be
proposed to this day [20], [21], [22], [23]. These methods aim
at reducing the reference set for the 1-NN classifier without
adversely affecting its classification accuracy. We find it
curious that no such methods have yet been developed to
maximise GM. The reduction of the size of the majority
class is typically done with a view to balancing the prior
probabilities for the classes, rather than selecting a reference
set maximising GM.
The classifiers trained on the reduced set are often
decision trees [24], ensembles of decision trees [15], [25],
or the support vector machine classifier (SVM) [26], [27],
among others. Recent studies have shown, however, that
prototype selection, generation or replacement followed by
1-NN classification rivals the more intricate state-of-the-art
classification methods for imbalanced data [28], [29], [30],
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2[31].
We note that the GM of the classification produced
by 1-NN will not in general be the same as the GM of
another classifier which uses the same reduced reference set.
Nonetheless, we believe that the data-manipulation heuris-
tics are crucial for the success of classification of imbalanced
problems, and the 1-NN GM will offer valuable insights
about such heuristics.
This paper offers a theoretical perspective on instance
selection for imbalanced data in relation to the geometric
mean (GM) as the performance measure. We prove the
following facts, which, we believe, have not been formally
proven thus far:
1) The GM value may increase when instance selection
is performed before classification, compared with
a baseline in which classification is performed on
the raw data. Section 2.1 contains the proof, and the
conditions for the improvement.
2) The maximum GM for a given data set is not nec-
essarily a monotonic or a convex function of the
number of retained instances. This is demonstrated
by an example in Section 2.2.
3) Equalising the class frequencies (prior probabilities)
is not guaranteed to lead to the optimal GM. The
proof is given in Section 2.3.
4) Assuming equal prior probabilities for the classes,
the Bayes classifier which maximises the classifica-
tion accuracy does not necessarily maximise GM.
We give a proof using a counter example in Sec-
tion 2.4.
Experiments illustrating our theoretical findings are pre-
sented in Section 3. We compare 12 instance selection meth-
ods for imbalanced data on 66 benchmark data sets. The
experiment offers further insights into the properties of
instance selection methods.
2 THE GEOMETRIC MEAN (GM) AS A MEASURE
OF CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE
Consider a two-class problem where the class of interest is
chosen to be the “positive” class (ω+) and the other class,
typically larger, is the “negative” class (ω−). The confusion
matrix for a given classifier which assigns the respective
labels + and − is:
Assigned labels
True labels
+ −
+ A B
− C D
where A, B, C , and D are numbers of instances from some
testing data with Ntest instances (Ntest = A+B +C +D).
The GM measure is the geometric mean of the True Positive
Rate (TPR = A/(A + B)) and the True Negative Rate
(TNR = D/(C +D)):
GM =
√
TPR× TNR =
√
AD
(A+B)(C +D)
2.1 Improvement on GM by instance selection
Here we prove that, given a labelled data set, GM for the
nearest neighbour classifier may increase when instances are
removed from the reference set.
We can define a nearest neighbour classifier (1-NN) by
the labelled reference set it uses. Equivalently, we can define
it by the set of labelled Voronoi cells, V , corresponding to
the reference instances. This set is drawn from a collection
of possible such sets, V. For example, given a training data
set with R instances, we may choose to look for a subset
of M instances for use as the 1-NN reference set. This
choice of size will define V with
(R
M
)
elements. For given
V ∈ V, denote by V+ the set of Voronoi cells with label
ω+, and by V−, the set of Voronoi cells with label ω−, so
that V = V+∪V−. Given knowledge of the class-conditional
pdfs p(x|ω+) and p(x|ω−), the GM-optimal 1-NN classifier
V∗ using M prototypes from the given data set is the one
which maximises the asymptotic value of GM (that is, the
limit of the GM of the classifier on test data, as the number
of elements of the test data set goes to infinity):
V∗ = argmax
V∈V
(∫
V+
p(x|ω+)dx
∫
V−
p(x|ω−)dx
)
. (1)
We shall demonstrate that it is possible to improve
the asymptotic GM value by excluding prototypes from the
reference set, and will give a condition under which removal
of a given prototype is desirable. We build the proof in three
stages. First, the Cell-inclusion lemma 2.1 proves that if a
prototype is removed from the reference set, its Voronoi cell
is “absorbed” by the remaining Vornoi cells such that each
remaining cell is either unchanged or is expanded. Next,
the Cell expansion lemma 2.2 proves that the cells which
expand after removal of a prototype are those which shared
a non-trivial border with the cell of the removed prototype.
Finally, proposition 2.3 states the condition on the proba-
bility distributions over the removed cell which guarantees
that the value of GM after removing the prototype is greater
than the value using the original prototype set V .
Lemma 2.1 (Cell inclusion). Let V = {V1, . . . , VN} be the set
of Voronoi cells for the data set X = {x1, . . . ,xN} ⊂ Rn.
Let Vj ∈ V be the Voronoi cell of xj ∈ X . Suppose that
xi is removed from X , i 6= j. Let V ′ be the set of Voronoi
cells for the set X ′ = X \ {xi}, and V ′j ∈ V ′ be the new
Voronoi cell of xj ∈ X ′. Then
Vj ⊆ V ′j .
Proof X ′ ⊂ X . Therefore, if a point is closer to xj than to
any other point in X , then it is closer to xj than to any other
point in X ′. So each element of Vj is an element of V ′j .
If xi was not one of neighbours of xj defining its Voronoi
cell Vj , then V ′j and Vj are identical. If xi was one of xj ’s
neighbours, then V ′j will be a proper superset of Vj , as we
will now prove.
Lemma 2.2 (Cell expansion). Let xi, xj , X , X ′, Vj , V ′j be as
in Lemma 2.1, with the Voronoi cells being defined using
Euclidean distance. Let L be the Lebesgue measure on
Rn−1. Let
B = {x : ‖x− xi‖ = ‖x− xj‖ ≤ ‖x− xk‖ ∀k 6= i, j}
3be the set of points constituting the common border of
the Voronoi cells of xi and xj . Then
L(B) > 0⇒ Vj ⊂ V ′j . (2)
That is, all neighbouring cells whose common border
with Vi is a true facet will expand when xi is removed
to form X ′.
Proof Define an extremal border point with respect to k to
be a point x such that
‖x− xi‖ = ‖x− xj‖ = ‖x− xk‖ (3)
for some k 6= i, j. Then for each k 6= i, j, the extremal
border points with respect to that k, if any exist, lie on the
intersection of two hyperplanes of dimension n − 1, these
being the hyperplane of points equidistant from xi and xj ,
and the hyperplane of points equidistant from xi and xk.
The extremal border points w.r.t. k are therefore a subset
of a (n − 2)-dimensional space. They are therefore a set of
measure zero, using the Lebesgue measure on Rn−1. The
union of all N−2 such sets is therefore also a set of measure
zero.
Therefore, if L(B) > 0, then B must contain points
which are not extremal border points w.r.t. any k. For these
points, and, by the continuity of the Euclidean distance func-
tion, for nearby points in Vi \B, ‖x− xj‖ < ‖x− xk‖∀k 6=
i, j.
Thus, ∃x ∈ Vi \B such that x ∈ V ′j . This, combined with
the result Vj ⊆ V ′j from Lemma 2.1 above, implies the result
Vj ⊂ V ′j .
These lemmata are illustrated for the two-dimensional
case in Figure 1. The left subplot shows the original Voronoi
diagram V of a set X . The cell to be removed is highlighted.
The right subplot shows the expanded cells in V ′ resulting
from the removal.
Suppose that an instance xi from the positive class is
removed from X . Suppose that Nx = {x1, . . . ,xk} is the
set of all the neighbours of the removed point xi, i.e. those
points having a Voronoi facet in common with xi. By the
Cell expansion lemma, Vononoi cell corresponding to each
of these neighbours will expand, that is, for each xj ∈ Nx,
we have Vj ⊂ V ′j . Due to the strict inclusion, there exists a
region Rj ⊂ V ′j such that Rj 6⊂ Vj . The union of all regions
Rj will make up Vi.
Region R_ 
Voronoi cell to be removed
Fig. 1. Illustration of the region R− when the outlined Voronoi cell from
class positive (white) is removed.
Let the labels of the points in Nx be {y1, . . . , yk},
yj ∈ {ω+, ω−}. If there is an xj ∈ Nx with yj = ω−, then
the negative classification region will gain volume through
expanding the Voronoi cells in Nx whose label is ω−. The
addition to the negative region is
R− =
⋃
yj=ω−
Rj .
The positive classification region will lose the same volume.
The right subplot in Figure 1 illustrates R− in the 2D space.
While the volume removed from the classification region
of one class is equal to that added to the classification region
of the other class, the associated probability masses will not
in general be equal. Let g− be the gain of true negative rate
(TNR) acquired from region R−.
g− =
∫
R−
p(x|ω−)dx . (4)
Similarly, let l+ be the loss of true positive rate (TPR)
incurred by removing R− from the positive classification
region.
l+ =
∫
R−
p(x|ω+)dx . (5)
Let TPR and TNR be the rates calculated on V (before the
removal of xi).
Proposition 2.3 (GM improvement through data reduction).
Let V,V ′, and X be as in Lemma 2.1, and suppose fur-
ther that the instance xi to be removed is of the positive
class. Let TPR and TNR be respectively the asymptotic
True Positive Rate and True Negative Rate of a 1-NN
classifier defined by V . Let l+ and g− be respectively the
loss in TPR and gain in TNR associated with the removal
xi, defined in equations 4 and 5 above. Then if
(TPR− l+)(TNR + g−)
TPR× TNR > 1 , (6)
then the geometric mean criterion (GM) of the 1-NN clas-
sifier defined by V ′ is greater than that of the classifier
defined by V :
GM(V) < GM(V ′) .
That is, the GM score of the classifier increases after the
removal of xi.
Proof Consider the difference between the squares of the
two geometric means
GM (V)2−GM (V ′)2
=
∫
V+
p(x|ω+)dx
∫
V−
p(x|ω−)dx
−
∫
V+\R−
p(x|ω+)dx
∫
V−∪R−
p(x|ω−)dx
= TPR× TNR−
(∫
V+
p(x|ω+)dx−
∫
R−
p(x|ω+)dx
)
×
(∫
V−
p(x|ω−)dx+
∫
R−
p(x|ω−)dx
)
= TPR× TNR− (TPR− l+)(TNR + g−)
4Then the inequality (6) implies that the RHS of the above
is negative, which implies that the LHS is negative, which
implies the result.
The importance of this proposition is twofold. First, it
gives theoretical ground for removing prototypes from the
reference set for the purpose of improving the GM criterion.
Second, the result indicates that, given knowledge of the
TPR and TNR of a classifier, it is enough to evaluate only
the gain of true negative rate g− and the loss of true positive
rate l+ over a sub-region of the removed Voronoi cell Vi in
order to calculate the criterion value for the new Voronoi
tessellation.
An equivalent result holds if a prototype xi from the
negative class is removed. In this case, GM (V) < GM (V ′)
when
(TPR + g+)(TNR− l−)
TPR× TNR > 1 ,
where
R+ =
⋃
yj=ω+
Rj
is the added region for ω+,
g+ =
∫
R+
p(x|ω+)dx
is the gain of probability mass for the positive class obtained
from the expansion of the positive-labelled neighbours of
the removed Vi, and
l− =
∫
R+
p(x|ω−)dx
is the loss for the negative class.
2.2 Sub-optimality and non-monotonicity of sequential
instance selection
Suppose that we remove prototypes one by one, in such
a way as to increase GM at each step. Unfortunately, this
is not guaranteed to lead to an optimal reference subset,
because the asymptotic GM may vary non-monotonically as
prototypes are removed, giving rise to the risk of finding a
local maximum. A comparison with the problem of feature
selection may be helpful for illustrating this point. The
literature on feature selection abounds with procedures for
looking for an optimal feature subset through sequential
forward or backward selection, floating search, genetic al-
gorithms and more [32], [33], [34]. These approaches to
feature selection rely on the assumption that every feature
has its own individual merit in the classification context,
which can be amplified by combining this feature with other
features. However, with instance selection, this assumption
is no longer true. The value of an instance is very strongly
dependent on which other instances are in the reference
set. This discourages instance selection procedures based on
sequential search, in favour of randomised ones. The only
way to guarantee that an optimal reference set has been
selected is exhaustive search among all possible subsets of
instances.
The following example demonstrates the non-
monotonicity of GM with respect to the number of
prototypes.
The data in the example consists of 15 two-dimensional
points, shown in Figure 2(b), partitioned into two classes
according to the ground-truth labelling of the space shown
in Figure 2(a). The GM values are shown underneath the
plots. An exhaustive search was performed, in which all
possible subsets of instances were evaluated with respect to
the ground truth. The best set is shown in plot (c).
(a) Ground truth (b) Data (c) Exhaustive
GM = 1.0000 GM = 0.8892 GM = 0.9549
Fig. 2. The the ground truth (a), data set (b), and the best results from
applying the exhaustive search (c).
Figure 3 shows the GM value of the best-performing
reference set of each size.
Fig. 3. Geometric mean (GM) value of the optimal reference set for
different cardinality of the reference set for the example in Figure 2. The
points of non-monotonicity are indicated with grey circles.
The example demonstrates the following points:
• Given a data set, using fewer instances can be better
than using all instances (an illustration of the result
of Proposition 2.3).
• While GM is an approximately concave function of
the number of prototypes in the reference set, the
function is not necessarily monotonic in the mostly
ascending or mostly descending parts.
The second point suggests that the only method which guar-
antees that the best reference set is selected is an exhaustive
search: even the best optimisers can be foiled by such quirky
behaviour of the target function.
2.3 Equal prior probabilities do not guarantee a GM-
optimal classifier
It is tempting to assume that the optimal classifier is the
one that assigns the class labels based on the largest class-
conditional pdf (not scaled by the respective prior probabil-
ities). Here we show that this approach does not guarantee
GM-optimality.
5Figure 4 shows the class-conditional pdfs for the two
classes in a one-dimensional problem:
p(x|ω+) =
{
1
9 , if 0 ≤ x ≤ 9
0, elsewhere.
and
p(x|ω−) =
{
1
7 , if 3 ≤ x ≤ 10
0, elsewhere.
𝑥
𝑝(𝑥|𝜔+)
+ −
Best splitting point
𝐺𝑀
pdf intersection point
𝑝(𝑥|𝜔−)
Fig. 4. An example for which the GM measure takes its maximum value
for a decision boundary at x = 5, and not at the boundary x = 3 defined
by the intersection of the two pdfs p(x|ω+) and p(x|ω−).
As the pdfs are non-zero only in the interval [0, 10], only
this interval is shown in the figure. Suppose that we slide
a possible classification boundary b from 0 up to 10 and
calculate the corresponding TPR(b), TNR(b)
TPR(b) =
{
b
9 , if b ∈ [0, 9]
1, if b ∈ (9, 10]
TNR(b) =
{
1, if b ∈ [0, 3)
10−b
7 , if b ∈ [3, 10]
,
and, subsequently, GM:
GM (b) =

√
b
9 , if 0 ≤ x ≤ 3√
b(10−b)
63 , if 3 < x ≤ 9√
10−b
7 , if 9 < x ≤ 10
GM is shown in Figure 4 as a function of the boundary.
The point of intersection of the two pdfs is x = 3 (marked
in the figure). The GM value for this boundary is GM =√
3/9 ≈ 0.5774. There is a higher value of GM, however.
It is easy to show that the maximum of GM is reached for
b = 5 and equals
√
5(10− 5)/63 ≈ 0.6299. The optimal
boundary is indicated in the figure (called the Best splitting
point).
This example shows that the GM-optimal classifier can-
not in general be formed in the simple way that intuition
might suggest – labelling the data points according to the
larger p(ωk|x), k ∈ {+,−}.
There are cases, nonetheless, where GM is indeed max-
imised at the intersection of the pdfs. Two such examples
are shown in Figure 5.
Fig. 5. Two examples where the GM (red line) does take its maximum
at the intersection of the pdfs (grey line for p(x|ω+) and black line for
p(x|ω−)).
2.4 Optimality and non-optimality of the Bayes classi-
fier with respect to GM
When the class-conditional pdfs are scaled by the prior
probabilities, and the intersection is chosen as the classifi-
cation boundary, we arrive at the Bayes classifier. Denote this
classifier by CB , for “classical Bayes” classifier. Consider
a classifier which assigns the class labels based on the
unscaled class-conditional pdfs, as in section 2.3, called the
Balanced Bayes classifier and denoted by BB . Finally, letGM ∗
be the GM-optimal classifier.
This subsection looks into the relationship between CB ,
BB andGM ∗. The implication of these results is practical. If
GM is the chosen measure of quality for imbalanced classes,
the standard algorithms for training classifiers are likely to
give inferior results compared to bespoke ones.
Proposition 2.4 (GM-optimality of CB and BB ). If the
Bayes classification error for the problem is zero, the
Bayes classifier and the Balanced Bayes classifier are
optimal in the sense of GM for any prior probabilities
P (ω+) and P (ω−) ≡ 1− P (ω+) .
Proof The Bayes error is zero, TPR = TNR = 1, giving
GM (CB) = 1. Consider now the BB classifier. The fact that
the Bayes error is zero implies there is no region in which the
pdfs of the two classes are both non-zero. This implies that
the classification error of the BB classifier is also zero, with
the same consequences as just outlined for the CB classifier,
giving GM (BB) = 1. The CB and BB classifiers have the
highest possible value of GM and are therefore optimal with
respect to this measure.
(The GM ∗, BB and CB classifiers have the same decision
boundary in this case.)
Proposition 2.5 (Non-optimality of CB and BB ). Neither
the Bayes classifier CB nor the Balanced Bayes classifier
BB are necessarily optimal with respect to GM.
Proof The possible non-optimality of the Balanced Bayes
classifier is demonstrated directly by the argument for the
GM-optimal classifier in the previous subsection and illus-
trated in Figure 4.
The possible non-optimality of CB can be argued us-
ing the same figure. When the class-conditional pdfs are
multiplied by the respective prior probabilities P (ω+) and
P (ω−) = 1 − P (ω+), we can have either of the horizontal
arms of the scaled pdfs higher than the other. Then the
intersection point will either stay the same at x = 3 or
6change to x = 9. In both cases, the Bayes-optimal classifier
CB will miss the GM-optimal boundary at x = 5.
The non-optimality argument does not quantify how
much the GM criterion will suffer if CB or BB is used
instead of GM ∗, nor does it give any estimate of how often
optimality and non-optimality may occur in real-life prob-
lems. Therefore, based on theory, we cannot recommend
that the prior probabilities should be scaled to 0.5 by bal-
ancing the samples from the classes, nor can we recommend
that either CB or BB should be used instead of classifier
trained explicitly with GM as the criterion. The practical
situation, however, may not reflect this, as evidenced by
a multitude of successful experiments with heuristic-based
balancing methods.
The following example provides an illustration of the
differences between the three classifiers. This time the
classes come from a mixture of Gaussians, and the proba-
bility of error is strictly positive. The data is generated from
the following distributions:
for the negative class (majority),
p(x|ω−) ∼ N
(
[0, 0]T , I(2)
)
,
where I(2) is the identity matrix of size 2; and for the
positive class (minority),
p(x|ω+) = 0.6pa(x|ω+) + 0.4pb(x|ω+),
where
pa(x|ω+) ∼ N
(
[−1, 1]T ,
[
1 0
0 0.3
])
and
pb(x|ω+) ∼ N
(
[2,−2]T ,
[
0.4 0
0 0.7
])
.
4,000 instances were generated from p(x|ω−) and 500 from
the mixture of the positive class (300 from pa(x|ω+) and 200
from pb(x|ω+)). Thus the prior probabilities were 89 for the
negative class and 19 for the positive class. The scatterplot of
the data is shown in Figure 6.
Shown in Figure 6 are also the classification boundaries
for the Bayes classifier (CB , the solid blue line) and the
Balanced Bayes classifier (BB , the dashed blue line). The
GM estimates were calculated on a separate set of size 9,000
generated from the distribution of the problem. The GM
value for CB is 0.41, which is low, as expected. The GM for
BB is 0.70. This reflects the expected situation in real-life
problems, giving support to the heuristic that balancing the
classes (when the Bayes error is non-zero) is likely to lead to
substantial improvement.
Next we created an example to demonstrate that simple
random editing (RE) may give a better GM compared to
both the Bayes-optimal classifier and the Balanced Bayes
classifier. We sampled 10,000 reference sets of cardinality
25 from the original data (4,500 instances), and chose the
best set according to the training value of the RE GM. We
chose the example so as to illustrate the possibility that the
testing values of RE GM are better than both rival values: CB
GM and BB GM. The classification regions for the random
editing method are delineated in Figure 6.
To summarise, the second example shows that:
Random 1nn editing
Equal pdf boundary
Bayes boundary
Fig. 6. Scatterplot of the data for Example 2. The optimal classification
boundaries for the Bayes classifier (CB ,GM = 0.6383) are shown with
a solid blue line, and the boundaries for the Balanced Bayes classifier
(BB , GM = 0.8322), with a dashed blue line. The black line shows the
classification regions for a 1NN with a reference set with 25 instances
found through random editing (GM = 0.8330).
• Balancing of the classes in the case of non-separable
classes (non-zero Bayes error) may be significantly
better than using a classifier trained to minimise the
classification error.
• 1-NN using using simple random editing (RE) may
be better than both CB and BB , even though the
latter are formed using full knowledge of the under-
lying pdfs. This suggests that explicit maximisation
of GM is likely to fare better than balancing the class
proportions.
3 EXPERIMENT
An experiment was designed to explore the implications of
the theoretical findings in Section 2 with respect to the most
acclaimed methods for instance selection for imbalanced
data.
We aim to show that:
1) Instance selection generally improves GM, as sug-
gested to be possible by Proposition 2.3, and the
example in Figure 2. As an example, we contrast
1-NN with the edited 1-NN. (Section 2.1)
2) Random prototype selection may be better than
systematic (non-random) selection. (Section 2.2)
3) Optimising GM explicitly may be more successful
than balancing the prior probabilities alone or not
accounting for the imbalance at all. (Section 2.3)
In the course of the experimental study, we also discov-
ered that classifier ensemble methods for instance selection
for imbalanced data are better than single instance selection
methods. It will be seen that there are significant unexplored
possibilities for designing potentially successful methods for
imbalanced data.
73.1 Experimental protocol
We used two-fold cross-validation repeated 5 times [35],
[36]. Each data set is split into two sets of equal size;
one is used for training and the other for testing. After
that, the roles are reversed. The cross-validation folds are
drawn using stratified sampling so that the imbalance ratio
is mirrored in the training and testing parts. We decided
against the common choice of using 10-fold cross-validation,
because splitting of the imbalanced data sets into too many
folds may produce folds with an inadequately small number
of objects from the minority (positive) class.
3.2 Data sets
We used data sets from the KEEL data collection [37].
This repository contains 66 binary imbalanced data sets2.
These data sets are not all completely independent of each
other. Several of them are variants of an original data set.
For example, the “yeast” data set gives rise to 14 variants
where the 10 classes are grouped in different ways to make
the 14 imbalanced two-class problems. Table 1 shows the
characteristics of this data set collection.
3.3 Instance classification methods
The two methods used as a baseline were the nearest
neighbour classifier trained over the whole data set (1-NN,
Method # 1), and Bagging of 1-NN (BAG1NN, Method
# 2). Neither of these methods are adapted in any way to
imbalanced data.
The list of instance selection methods we used is given
below. The methods are grouped according to the level of
randomness involved in the selection of instances: first are
listed methods that are completely random; then methods
with some degree of randomness; and finally, completely
deterministic methods.
(3) RUS. Random undersampling [38]: Let N+ be the num-
ber of instances in the minority class. RUS balances the class
distribution by drawing a random sample of size N+ from
the majority class.
(4) ERUS. Ensemble of RUS: ensemble of RUS combined by
majority vote.
(5) RUSBOOST. Boosting of RUS [39]: an AdaBoost.M2 [40]
variant that performs re-weighting and RUS in each itera-
tion.
(6) EUSBOOST [25]: AdaBoost-like ensemble of EUS (see
next).
(7) EUS. Evolutionary undersampling [41]: a version of
a genetic algorithm which directly optimises GM. Only
instances from the majority class are encoded as the chromo-
some. A taxonomy of evolutionary undersampling methods
and an experimental study are presented in [41]; we used
the variant EBUS-MS-GM recommended by the authors.
(8) PSO. Particle-swarm optimisation (PSO) [42]: a particle-
swarm algorithm maximising a combination of the most
common metrics from imbalanced classes: the area under
the ROC curve (AUC), the F-measure and GM.
2. Available at http://sci2s.ugr.es/keel/imbalanced.php.
(9) TL. Tomek links [43]: an adaptation of the Tomek links
rule. Tomek links are pairs of instances from different classes
such that the instances are each other’s nearest neighbour.
In the original rule, to clean the border from suspected
noise, both instances in the Tomek link are removed. In
the adapted version for imbalanced classes, only instances
of the majority class which participate in Tomek links are
removed.
(10) OSS. One-sided selection [44]: condensing followed by
TL. The condensing is done by a modification of Hart’s
Condensed Nearest Neighbour (CNN) [45] for imbalanced
classes [44]. The modified algorithm starts with all instances
from the minority class plus a random majority instance.
Majority instances are added, one at a time, only if misclas-
sified by the current reference set.
(11) TL+CNN. Tomek links + CNN (the modification for
imbalanced data) [24]3.
(12) NCL. Neighbourhood cleaning rule [46]: an adaptation
of Wilson’s Editing rule (ENN) [47] to the case of imbal-
anced learning. ENN marks and subsequently removes all
instances misclassified by their 3 nearest neighbours. NCL
does this only for instances from the majority class. If an
instance from the minority class is misclassified by its 3
nearest neighbours, the instances voting for the majority
class are marked for removal instead.
The experiments were performed in Weka 3.7.11 [48].
The algorithms used directly from the Weka collection
were 1NN, BAG1NN, and RUS4. We created our own, not
optimised, implementation of OSS, NCL, TL, TL+CNN,
ERUS and RUSBOOST. We used publicly available code for
EUSBOOST, EUS5, and PSO6, adapted to Weka by means
of a wrapper. The ensemble size for the boosting methods
(EUSBOOST and RUSBOOST) was set to 10, and for the
other ensemble methods (BAG1NN and ERUS), to 100.
The parameters of the preprogrammed methods were not
changed from the default values, and the parameters for
our implementations were the ones recommended in the
original studies.
3.4 Results and discussion
As a result of the 5-times 2-fold cross-validation, each of
the 66 data sets generates 10 GM values, giving a total
of 660 values. For each data set, we used the same cross-
validation folds for all the tested algorithms, meaning we
can use the paired values of GM to determine which of a
group of competing methods “wins” (has the largest GM
value) for a given data set and fold.
3. We noticed that, while the original OSS is defined by Kubat in [44]
as CNN followed by TL, later on, Batista [24] defined it in reverse order
and also independently proposed an equivalent to Kubat’s OSS. This
misunderstanding has spread in subsequent works. However, we have
maintained the original name OSS for CNN+TL, as used [44], and we
use TL+CNN for Batista et al.’s method [24].
4. The random selection was performed by using the SpreadSubsam-
ple instance supervised filter.
5. Available in the KEEL GitHub repository: https://github.com/
SCI2SUGR/KEEL
6. Available in Google code: https://code.google.com/archive/p/
imbalanced-data-sampling/
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Characteristics of the data sets from the KEEL collection. Column #E shows the number of examples in the data set, column #A the number of
attributes, numeric and nominal, in the format (numeric/nominal), and column IR the imbalance ratio (the number of instances of the majority class
per instance of the minority class).
Data set #E #A IR
abalone19 4174 (7/1) 129.44
abalone9-18 731 (7/1) 16.40
cleveland-0 vs 4 177 (13/0) 12.62
ecoli-0-1-3-7 vs 2-6 281 (7/0) 39.14
ecoli-0-1-4-6 vs 5 280 (6/0) 13.00
ecoli-0-1-4-7 vs 2-3-5-6 336 (7/0) 10.59
ecoli-0-1-4-7 vs 5-6 332 (6/0) 12.28
ecoli-0-1 vs 2-3-5 244 (7/0) 9.17
ecoli-0-1 vs 5 240 (6/0) 11.00
ecoli-0-2-3-4 vs 5 202 (7/0) 9.10
ecoli-0-2-6-7 vs 3-5 224 (7/0) 9.18
ecoli-0-3-4-6 vs 5 205 (7/0) 9.25
ecoli-0-3-4-7 vs 5-6 257 (7/0) 9.28
ecoli-0-3-4 vs 5 200 (7/0) 9.00
ecoli-0-4-6 vs 5 203 (6/0) 9.15
ecoli-0-6-7 vs 3-5 222 (7/0) 9.09
ecoli-0-6-7 vs 5 220 (6/0) 10.00
ecoli-0 vs 1 220 (7/0) 1.86
ecoli1 336 (7/0) 3.36
ecoli2 336 (7/0) 5.46
ecoli3 336 (7/0) 8.60
ecoli4 336 (7/0) 15.80
Data set #E #A IR
glass-0-1-2-3 vs 4-5-6 214 (9/0) 3.20
glass-0-1-4-6 vs 2 205 (9/0) 11.06
glass-0-1-5 vs 2 172 (9/0) 9.12
glass-0-1-6 vs 2 192 (9/0) 10.29
glass-0-1-6 vs 5 184 (9/0) 19.44
glass-0-4 vs 5 92 (9/0) 9.22
glass-0-6 vs 5 108 (9/0) 11.00
glass0 214 (9/0) 2.06
glass1 214 (9/0) 1.82
glass2 214 (9/0) 11.59
glass4 214 (9/0) 15.46
glass5 214 (9/0) 22.78
glass6 214 (9/0) 6.38
haberman 306 (3/0) 2.78
iris0 150 (4/0) 2.00
led7digit-0-2-4-5-6-7-8-9 vs 1 443 (7/0) 10.97
new-thyroid1 215 (5/0) 5.14
new-thyroid2 215 (5/0) 5.14
page-blocks-1-3 vs 4 472 (10/0) 15.86
page-blocks0 5473 (10/0) 8.77
pima 768 (8/0) 1.87
segment0 2310 (19/0) 6.00
Data set #E #A IR
shuttle-c0-vs-c4 1829 (9/0) 13.87
shuttle-c2-vs-c4 129 (9/0) 20.50
vehicle0 846 (18/0) 3.25
vehicle1 846 (18/0) 2.90
vehicle2 846 (18/0) 2.88
vehicle3 846 (18/0) 2.99
vowel0 988 (13/0) 9.98
wisconsin 683 (9/0) 1.86
yeast-0-2-5-6 vs 3-7-8-9 1004 (8/0) 9.14
yeast-0-2-5-7-9 vs 3-6-8 1004 (8/0) 9.14
yeast-0-3-5-9 vs 7-8 506 (8/0) 9.12
yeast-0-5-6-7-9 vs 4 528 (8/0) 9.35
yeast-1-2-8-9 vs 7 947 (8/0) 30.57
yeast-1-4-5-8 vs 7 693 (8/0) 22.10
yeast-1 vs 7 459 (7/0) 14.30
yeast-2 vs 4 514 (8/0) 9.08
yeast-2 vs 8 482 (8/0) 23.10
yeast1 1484 (8/0) 2.46
yeast3 1484 (8/0) 8.10
yeast4 1484 (8/0) 28.10
yeast5 1484 (8/0) 32.73
yeast6 1484 (8/0) 41.40
The main result of our experiment is shown in Figure 7
as a Venn diagram. The 12 imbalance classification methods
are positioned within the ellipses representing the proper-
ties of interest. Each method is shown as round-cornered
box. The number of the method is shown above the box.
Underneath the method’s name in the box, we give the total
number of wins for this method out of the 660 comparisons.
The tied wins were split among the winning methods: if
methods A, B, and C won a comparison, one third was
added to the winning count of each method. The figure
shows the number of wins calculated in this way, rounded to
the nearest integer. The boxes of the methods are coloured in
different shades of grey reflecting the number of wins of the
method. The most successful methods are shown in black,
and the least successful in white.
We look at the performance of the methods in relation-
ship to: whether the method explicitly evaluates the GM
measure; whether it balances the prior probabilities of the
classes; whether it makes use of random selection; and,
finally, we add another property: whether the method uses
an ensemble approach. Note that possession of the second
and third properties should not be viewed as a perfectly
binary question. In particular, methods 9–12 only partially
reduce the size of the larger class, so are less strongly
balancing than the methods which enforce equal class sizes,
and methods 6–8 have the randomness of their selections
tempered by an evolutionary process.
The full set of results (a table with GM values, of size
12×660) is provided in the supplementary material. Table 2
shows the p-values for the sign test between the GM values
for the 12 methods. Each pair of methods generates one
entry in the table. The statistically significant differences
where the method of the row is better than the method of
the column at level 0.05 are marked with boxes. Bonferroni
correction for multiple comparisons has been applied.
Here we consider the findings from the experiment with
reference to the three points listed at the beginning of this
section.
1) Instance selection improves GM. This is evident from the
low number of wins for the 1-NN classifier (24) compared
to all other methods (boxes in Figure 7), and from the
first column in Table 2, showing that all methods applying
instance selection are significantly better than 1-NN.
2) Random prototype selection is generally better than systematic
selection. The three most successful algorithms are of this
type. Excluding 1-NN where no selection is carried out,
random selection is represented through BAG1NN (34),
ERUS (95), EUSBOOST (70), RUSBOOST (71), PSO (58),
EBUS (62), and RUS (44), averaging at 62 wins. The alter-
native group contains OSS (37), TL (47), TL+CNN (56), and
NCL (63), with average 50.8 wins.
Table 2 offers another quantification method for this is-
sue. Consider the group of 7 methods with random selection
{2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} and the alternative group of 4 methods
{9, 10, 11, 12}. Thus, there are 7× 4 = 28 pairwise compar-
isons A versus B, where A is a method from the first group,
and B, from the second group. In these 24 comparisons,
The number of significant wins of the methods in the first
group (random selection), counted from Table 2 is 15, while
the number of significant wins for the second group (non-
random selection) is 4. For the remaining 5 comparisons the
differences were not found to be significant.
Both arguments above lend support to our theoretical
arguments that random prototype selection is preferable in
view of the non-monotonicity of GM, and the fact that the
importance of a prototype is determined only in reference
to its neighbours.
3) Is optimising GM explicitly more successful than balancing the
prior probabilities alone or not accounting for the imbalance at all?
The Venn diagram in Figure 7 does not show clear evidence
either way. The group of explicitly-optimising algorithms is
smaller, yet all three perform better than the majority of the
larger group. Table 2 gives a finer-grained quantification of
the difference between the two groups. This time, the groups
are: methods {6, 7, 8} for the explicit GM optimisation,
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Fig. 7. A Venn diagram of the properties of the instance selection methods. The number in the brackets is the number of wins over all other methods
out of the 660 comparisons. The shading of each method’s box reflects this number of wins. The most successful methods in this experiment are
shaded in black and the least successful, in white.
TABLE 2
P-values for the sign test between the GM values for the 12 methods. The statistically significant differences where the method of the row is better
than the method of the column at level 0.05 are marked with boxes. Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons has been applied.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)
1-NN (1) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
BAG1NN (2) 0.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
RUS (3) 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.926 0.108 0.000 0.437 0.868
ERUS (4) 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.340 0.452 0.034 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
RUSBOOST (5) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.690 1.000 0.989 0.435 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.009
EUSBOOST (6) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.580 0.013 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.003
EUS (7) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.971 0.597 1.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.038
PSO (8) 0.000 0.000 0.086 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.028 0.000 0.007 0.532
TL (9) 0.000 0.000 0.906 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.977 1.000 0.112 0.213 0.906
OSS (10) 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.902 1.000 1.000 1.000
TL+CNN (11) 0.000 0.000 0.594 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.994 0.810 0.000 1.000 1.000
NCL (12) 0.000 0.000 0.150 1.000 0.993 0.997 0.968 0.500 0.110 0.000 0.000 1.000
and methods {2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12} for the other methods,
giving again 3×8 = 24 pairwise comparisons. Out of these,
the number of statistically significant wins for the first group
(from Table 2) is 12, and for the second (larger) group, 4.
Based on the above, we suggest that explicitly-
optimising algorithms may be the more fruitful area for
further development, despite the fact that the current best
methods are not of this type.
Finally, we observed that Ensemble methods for in-
stance selection are better than single classifiers, when using
NN methods for imbalanced data. Classifier ensembles are
known to be generally better than single classifiers in the
traditional cases of balanced data [49]. However, it is often
said that ensembling of 1-NN classifiers does not work
very well due to insufficient diversity. We did see poor
performance in our experiment from the classical bagging
1-NN ensemble (BAG1NN). However, the other ensemble
instance selection methods (those which are combined with
an imbalance-specific approach such as balancing the priors
or explicit evaluation of GM) score above the non-ensemble
methods. (Compare the black boxes in Figure 7 with the
non-black boxes, excluding BAG1NN.) The average win
score of the ensemble methods (BAG1NN (34), ERUS (95),
RUSBOOST (71), and EUSBOOST (70)) is 67.5 whereas the
average win of the other methods (excluding 1-NN, the
worst case) is 52.4.
Our categorisation of the existing methods according to
four properties suggests that there are unexplored spaces for
designing potentially-successful methods for imbalanced
data. Note the areas in Figure 7 marked with numbers 1,
10
2, 3, and 4. To the best of our knowledge, there are no
widely-used methods with the particular combination of
properties which correspond to these regions. It may be
interesting to develop algorithms in these areas and examine
their performance in relation to the ones in this study.
In particular, in view of the reasons discussed above for
considering methods which explicitly optimize GM but do
not explicitly balance the priors, and in view of the superior
performance of editing methods which make use of random
sampling, the possibility of developing algorithms in the
area marked 1 seems most promising.
4 CONCLUSIONS
In view of the importance of the classification of imbal-
anced data for real-life problems, we sought to give some
theoretical argument in support of the heuristics and tech-
niques for data manipulation, which seemed to be lacking
so far. Hence, this paper considers the geometric mean of
the true positive rate and the true negative rate (GM) in
two-class imbalanced problems from a general instance-
selection perspective. An experiment with 12 state-of-the-art
classification methods and 66 benchmark data sets verifies
our theoretical arguments and hypotheses.
We prove that the performance of 1-NN with respect
to GM may be improved by instance selection. This is
reinforced by the numerical example we give, and also by
the results of our experimental study.
Next we argue that systematic instance selection may
be inferior to random instance selection in relation to GM,
which lends support to one of the most successful ap-
proaches to handling imbalanced data. This is also con-
firmed by our experimental findings.
We also prove by counter-examples that the Bayes classi-
fier as well as the “Balanced Bayes” classifier (which assigns
an object to the class with the greater class-conditional
probability density at each point, not scaled by the prior
probability), are not in general GM-optimal. This suggests
that designing algorithms to balance the class priors for
imbalanced data problems is not necessarily GM-optimal.
However, while optimality is not guaranteed, balancing the
priors is still one of the most successful heuristics. Our
empirical findings indicate that explicit maximisation of GM
may be a promising ground for future research.
We show with the help of a Venn diagram that there may
be unexplored possibilities for devising successful instance
selection methods for imbalanced data which optimise GM
explicitly.
Finally, we list some limitations of our study:
• We consider instance selection for the single nearest
neighbour classifier, the 1-NN. Better results may be
obtained using k-NN.
• Euclidean distance was used throughout for finding
the prototypes and forming the Voronoi cells. We did
not consider alternative metrics or distance metric
adaptations, local or global.
• The prototypes forming the reference set were as-
sumed to be elements of the training set, and there-
fore fixed in the space (the instance-selection ap-
proach). It can be proved that better results are
possible if we allow the prototypes’ locations to be
tuned.
• The performance measure used throughout this
study was the geometric mean of the true positive
and true negative rate. While the F-measure and the
AUC are related to GM, our results do not directly
extend to these measures.
• We considered two-class problems because GM is
defined for two classes. However, there are ways of
extending our results to multi-class problems.
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